Wellington Service Rifle Association Veterans Day
September 9th 2018
HVNZDA Range Kaitoke.
M.D. JL – R.O. CW
Veterans Day is intended for the more mature members amongst us who aren’t as flexible as they
once were.
It is also intended also for, as issued iron sighted rifles as used in the Korean War or any conflict
before that. All targets at 100m
Everything else is Open Class.
Match 1; Easy start; Rifle is placed on the bench in front of shooter with magazine loaded 5 rounds,
5 rounds loose or in a stripper clip for a reload. Bolt closed on an empty chamber. Start standing
behind the bench, on the buzzer sit at the bench and engage the steel plate behind your paper
target till it falls. Put the remaining rounds on your figure 12 target to score. Carpet on the bench
and any field type support is allowed. The time limit is 90 seconds.
Match 2; Rapid Trinity; Start standing with rifle in your hand, magazine loaded with 5 rounds, empty
chamber. One the buzzer engage the target standing, adopt the sitting of kneeing position, load 5
more rounds, engage the target, adopt the prone position, load and fire the remaining 5 rounds at
the target. Three minutes total time.
Match 3; Snap; Start standing at 100m with 3x five round magazines or stripper clips. Load five
rounds ready to go. 5 x 4 second exposures, after being cleared, move to the 25 meter mark and
repeat. After being cleared move to the 50m mark and repeat.
Match 4; Application; from the prone position slings allowed engage your modified figure 12 target
with 10 rounds 2 minutes.
Match 5; Application MK 2; 10 rounds loose on the ground beside your rifle, start standing behind
the rifle. At the buzzer drop or slowly descend behind the rifle, load your rifle or magazine and
engage the modified figure 12 with your 10 rounds. 160 seconds.
Match 6; Classic Pistol; a classic pistol is defined as one having open sights, no plastic parts and in a
military calibre.
Start position is with the pistol on the table loaded with five rounds. On the buzzer engage the steel
targets as directed, reload engage the targets, finishing on the stop plate. Scored using time and
misses. Bring some cash to pay for ammo if you borrow a pistol.
Done in conjunction with Kaitoke Pistol Club.
Range fees $15 Veterans Match is 1-5 Match 6 is for fun.

